The excitation spectrum of the Néel ensemble of antiferromagnetic nanoparticles with uncompensated magnetic moment is deduced in the two-sublattice approximation following the exact solution of equations of motion for magnetizations of sublattices. This excitation spectrum represents four excitation branches corresponding to the normal modes of self-consistent regular precession of magnetizations of sublattices and the continuous spectrum of nutations of magnetizations accompanying these normal modes. Nontrivial shape of the excitation spectrum as a function of the value of uncompensated magnetic moment corresponds completely to the quantum-mechanical calculations earlier performed. This approach allows one to describe also Mössbauer absorption spectra of slowly relaxing antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic nanoparticles and, in particular, to give a phenomenological interpretation of macroscopic quantum effects observed earlier in experimental absorption spectra and described within the quantum-mechanical representation.
Introduction
A wide application of materials containing nanosized antiferromagnetic particles in different branches of nanotechnology is primarily due to a number of specific structural, magnetic, and thermodynamic properties of these materials found within long-term fundamental studies. However, these real materials are still characterized by different experimental techniques on the basis of phenomenological Néel approach describing a superposition of antiferromagnetism and superparamagnetism of uncompensated magnetic moments on two magnetic sublattices [1, 2] . Practical models for analyzing experimental data taken on antiferromagnetic nanoparticles are based mainly on the representation of uncompensated magnetic moment and a rather simplified treatment of antiferromagnetism in terms of linear magnetic susceptibility introduced also by Néel [3, 4] . However, the ground state for antiferromagnetic nanoparticles should be much more complicated as compared to that for a bulk sample, which is evidenced from the atomic-scale magnetic modeling [5, 6] that in its turn is hardly possible to be used for analyzing experimental data in practice due to computational expenses followed by an uncontrollable accuracy of calculations.
Meanwhile, a quantum-mechanical model for describing thermodynamic properties of an ensemble of ideal (compensated) antiferromagnetic nanoparticles is recently developed [7, 8] . This model clarifies principally the difference in thermodynamic behavior of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic particles revealed in spectroscopic measurements without the assistance of uncompensated magnetic moment and describes qualitatively macroscopic quantum effects earlier observed repeatedly in experimental Mössbauer absorption spectra of antiferromagnetic and even ferrimagnetic nanoparticles [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . It was also shown that taking the uncompensated spin in the account does not change the qualitative pattern of these effects but is reduced to small numerical corrections of the shape of the absorption spectrum of the ensemble of antiferromagnetic particles [14] . Note that the earlier studies of macroscopic quantum phenomena in small antiferromagnetic particles have also explored the same Néel idea of the uncompensated magnetic moment, but again within a simplified treatment of the ground state and the lowest energy levels [15, 16] .
The quantum-mechanical model [7, 8, 14] can be easily realized in numerical calculations and efficiently used for 2 Advances in Condensed Matter Physics analyzing experimental data, in particular, for analyzing a large array of Mössbauer spectra taken at different temperatures [17] . However, for solving the last task in a complete manner one should take into consideration relaxation processes that is the corresponding model of magnetic dynamics to be developed. On the other hand, the macroscopic quantum effects observed in the Mössbauer spectra of antiferromagnetic nanoparticles are treated within the quantummechanical model [8, 14] only in terms of wave functions and mean values of macrospins of sublattices for different energy levels with no phenomenological explanation. The latter can be found only in the macroscopic limit. The corresponding continuum model of the magnetic dynamics of an ensemble of ideal antiferromagnetic nanoparticles in the two-sublattice approximation is recently proposed in solving the equations of motion for magnetizations of sublattices [18] . This model has demonstrated the nontrivial character of the excitation spectrum of particles in the form of four excitation branches corresponding to four normal modes of self-consistent uniform precession of vectors of magnetizations of sublattices around the easy axis. Two of these modes are known well from the classical theory of antiferromagnetic resonance in the zero external magnetic field [19, 20] . Two other modes have the ferromagnetic character and were completely out of the focus of interest of researchers.
However, the normal modes of the uniform precession are only partial solutions of equations of motion of uniform magnetizations of sublattices, while the general solution of these equations should contain nutations at the background of the uniform precession in analogy with problems of a sphere pendulum and a heavy gyroscope [21] . The continuous energy spectrum of nutations of magnetizations of sublattices accompanying the normal modes of their regular precession for ideal antiferromagnetic nanoparticles has been recently described in [22] . In fact, the presence of the excitation branch corresponding to one of the ferromagnetic normal modes with the local energy minimum for the vectors of sublattice magnetizations precessing in the equatorial plane and nutations of magnetizations accompanying this normal mode gives the phenomenological explanation of macroscopic quantum effects observed in Mössbauer absorption spectra [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and described in the quantum-mechanical model of antiferromagnetic nanoparticles [7, 8, 14] .
The continuous models described in [18, 21] are the basis for further development of the theory of nanoparticles with different magnetic natures which can be implemented as the method for quantitative analysis of experimental data, in particular, a large array of the Mössbauer spectra of nanoparticles measured for the last half-century [23] . Taking into account the general validity of the Néel idea, the next stage on the way to solve this problem is a generalization of these continuous models developed for ideal antiferromagnetic nanoparticles for the case of the presence of an uncompensated magnetic moment, in particular, for studying the effect of the latter on the excitation spectrum and the shape of Mössbauer spectra of an ensemble of "uncompensated" antiferromagnetic nanoparticles and its temperature evolution. This study was aimed at solving these problems.
Excitation Spectrum of Antiferromagnetic Nanoparticles
In analogy with [18, 22] , let us start the analysis with the simplest expression for the energy density of an antiferromagnetic particle with the exchange interaction constant > 0, the constant of the axial magnetic anisotropy in the approximation of two sublattices with magnetizations M 1 and M 2 :
Here, 1 and 2 are angles between vectors M 1 and M 2 and the easy axis. The only difference from the case of ideal antiferromagnetic particles [18, 22] is that the absolute values of magnetizations 1 and 2 in (1) can be not equal. We have neglected distinction of magnetic anisotropy for two sublattices in (1) because of small values of uncompensated magnetic moment.
In accordance with the classical theory of the antiferromagnetic resonance [19, 20] and ferromagnetic resonance [24] , the phenomenological consideration can be performed within the assumption that the magnetic moment of each th sublattice precesses in the internal effective field:
and equations of motion for the sublattice magnetizations can be presented in the following form:
Here, is the magnetomechanical ratio for th sublattice. In our case effective magnetic fields acting on each of sublattices are determined by expressions
Here, we have introduced effective values of the exchange field, = , and the anisotropy field, = / , in accordance with [19, 20, 24] as well as normalized values of magnetizations of sublattices m = M / and their projections = / on the easy axis with the unit vector n for th sublattice.
It is convenient to look for axially symmetric solutions of equations of motion (3) in the form of the self-consistent and uniform precession of vectors M 1 and M 2 around the easy axis:
Substituting these expressions into equations of motion (3), one comes to the combined equations for the components of the sublattice magnetizations Here, we have introduced the ratio of the sublattice spins
normalized values of the magnetization precession frequencỹ
and the anisotropy constant =
defined by the exchange interaction energy density
Further without loss of a community, we will consider that ≤ 1 and the normalized value of uncompensated magnetic moment 1 − ≪ 1 in the case of the Néel ensemble of antiferromagnetic nanoparticles.
The solutions of (6a) and (6b) are four normal modes of self-consistent and homogeneous precession of the vectors M 1 and M 2 around the easy axis (see Figure 1 ). These modes are defined by parametric relations between the components of the sublattice magnetizations, 1 and 2 , which are rather complicated for perception so that we represent only the equation for the normalized precession frequency
Analysis of equations like (11) in physically meaningful limiting cases of small anisotropy energy as compared to the exchange energy ( ≪ 1) and small deviations of the vectors M 1 and M 2 from the easy axis allows one to describe the antiferromagnetic resonance [19, 20] and ferromagnetic resonance [24] on a phenomenological level. However, solution of (6a) and (6b) in a general form allows one to find new qualitative features of the thermodynamics of an ensemble of antiferromagnetic nanoparticles [18, 22] and to develop a technique for quantitative treatment of the experimental data [17] .
Normal Precession Modes for Ideal Antiferromagnetic
Nanoparticles. For ideal antiferromagnetic particles ( = 1, 1 = 2 ) the combined equations (6a) and (6b) are reduced to the following equation for the components of the sublattice magnetizations:
Here is a simple analytical solution as a set of four normal precession modes (Figure 1 ) at the frequencies
where
is the normalized projection of total magnetization onto the anisotropy axis. As follows from (12) , these modes are characterized by the following relations between the components of the sublattice magnetizations [18] :
Here, for the first three modes, the transverse components of the vectors M 1 and M 2 have opposite signs (see Figure 1 ) and the vectors M 1 and M 2 for the fourth mode coincide with each other. Relations (15a) and (15b) are illustrated in Figure 2 for = 1.
The normal modes correspond to four excitation branches in the energy spectrum of ideal antiferromagnetic particles ( Figure 2 
These excitation branches are shown in two right upper panels of Figure and their projections are
Note that two low-lying and weakly split excitation branches (corresponding to the normal modes 1 and 2) meet completely the doublet pattern of the low-lying levels in the energy spectrum obtained in the quantum-mechanical calculations [7, 8] for ideal antiferromagnetic particles with rather large values of the spin and the constant (or to be more precise for 2 ≫ 1). Substituting relations (15a) and (15b) into the initial equations (6a) and (6b), one defines also the normalized precession frequencies for each of the normal modes̃1
Remaining within the generally accepted assumption on the smallness of the anisotropy energy with respect to the exchange energy
for two low-lying excitation branches corresponding to the normal modes 1 and 2, one finds approximate expressions for the precession frequencies (18a) of the vectors M 1 and M 2 in these modes:
The modes given by (15a) correspond to the classical theory of antiferromagnetic resonance in zero magnetic field at the frequency [19, 20] 
Note that (20b) has been obtained within the approximation of small deviations of the vectors M 1 and M 2 from the easy axis [19, 20] , whereas (20a) confirms that the classical equation (20b) is valid for all possible orientations of the vectors M 1 and M 2 to within small terms of an order of . That means that when condition (19) holds, within the same accuracy the antiferromagnetic resonance in zero magnetic field is similar to the conventional resonance methods in a constant magnetic field with the strength 0 . With that the normal mode 3 is characterized by the "exchange" precession frequency = :
and mode 4 is characterized by the lower "ferromagnetic" frequency = :
that is, the characteristic frequencies depend essentially on the orientation of the vectors M 1 and M 2 as in the case of ferromagnetic particles [23] .
Since the middle of the 20th century, modes 3 and 4 have fallen beyond the focus of interest of researchers primarily because of the approximation of small deviations of the vectors M 1 and M 2 from the easy axis used in the theory of antiferromagnetic resonance and because these "ferromagnetic" modes lie much higher in energy than antiferromagnetic modes 1 and 2 ( Figure 2 ). However, even a brief glance at the right lower (for = 1) panel of Figure 2 reveals that the excitation branch corresponding to mode 3 must be taken into account in the description of the temperature dependence of spectroscopic data, for instance, Mössbauer spectra. Moreover, one can understand even without any numerical calculations that the inclusion of this excitation branch with the local energy minimum for the vectors M 1 and M 2 precessing in the equatorial plane should lead to the emergence of a single line (or a quadrupolar doublet) with a low hyperfine field hf value in the Mössbauer spectrum against the background of the hyperfine structure (corresponding to modes 1 and 2) with high hf value. This statement is in fact a phenomenological explanation of the macroscopic quantum effects observed earlier in the absorption spectra [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . According to (15a)-(16c), mode 4 is of critical value in the case of metamagnetism at > 2 (see [25] ) and its consideration is beyond the scope of the present publication.
Normal Precession Modes for "
Uncompensated" Antiferromagnetic Nanoparticles. In the presence of uncompensated magnetic moment in antiferromagnetic particles ( < 1) the combined equations (6a) and (6b) can be reduced to Advances in Condensed Matter Physics 
There is no such simple analytical solution like that for (12) for ideal antiferromagnetic particles. However, this equation can be reduced to a fourth-order equation and the solution of the latter allows one to find the parametric relations between the longitudinal components of magnetization sublattice vectors 1 and 2 as well as the corresponding excitation branches in the energy spectrum. The results from such calculations are shown in the lower panels ( < 1) of Figure 2 . As can be seen in Figure 1 , the general character of the solution in the form of four normal modes of the self-consistent and uniform precession of the magnetization vectors M 1 and M 2 around the easy axis is also retained when there is an uncompensated moment in antiferromagnetic particles. We perform also such calculations for rather large values of uncompensated magnetic moment ( = 0.5) which formally corresponds to ferrimagnetic particles. The latter case will be considered briefly in Section 4.
At the same time, the excitation branches in the energy spectrum that correspond to normal precession modes change essentially their form already at very low values of the uncompensated moment (Figure 2, = 0.995). The bifurcation points (17b) disappear and a peculiar hybridization of the excitation branches characteristic of ideal antiferromagnetic particles then takes place. With that branches 1 and 4 remain symmetric relative to permutation of M 1 and M 2 while the shape of branch 1 acquires that of a three-well potential with absolute energy minima for the mutually opposite orientation of vectors M 1 and M 2 along each of two directions along the easy axis and with the local energy minimum that corresponds to the precession of these vectors in the equatorial plane. Branches 2 and 3 for < 1 remain symmetrical relative to the simultaneous substitution of projections 1 and 2 for -1 and -2 , and the orientation of vector M 1 with a smaller value of magnetic moment varies for these branches over the entire range of possible values of polar angle (-1 ≤ 1 ≤ 1), while the vector M 2 is reoriented in the limited range of ( (2) 2 ≥ and
2 ≤ − , where > 0) as seen in Figure 2 . Each of the excitation branches has one energy minimum for the mutually opposite orientation of vectors M 1 and M 2 along each of two directions along the easy axis and one maximum for the opposite orientation of both the vectors M 1 and M 2 ( Figure 2) . Note that for < 1 three low-lying excitation branches corresponding to the three normal modes and weakly split within the macroscopic energy barrier ( < -) meet completely the quadruplet pattern (or weakly split pair of the Kramer's doublets) of the low-lying levels in the energy spectrum from the quantum-mechanical calculations for antiferromagnetic particles with uncompensated spin and rather large values of the scaling parameter 2 ≫ 1 (see Fig.  1 in [14] ).
Nutations of Sublattice Magnetizations for Ideal Antiferromagnetic Nanoparticles.
Modes of the uniform precession of magnetizations of sublattices described in the previous sections are partial solutions of the combined equations of motion (3). The general solutions are described by a system of differential equations for the longitudinal and transverse components of magnetizations of antiferromagnetic particles. In particular, the longitudinal components for ideal antiferromagnetic particles are given by the expression [22] 
Here,
and = / . In complete agreement with the axial symmetry of the problem, (23a) indicates that projection (14) of the total magnetic moment on the anisotropy axis, as well as the energy, is an integral of motion. Then, it is convenient to rewrite (23a) and (23b) for the longitudinal component of the antiferromagnetic vector
The change of variables results in the following equation:
Here, omitting the notation of the functional dependence on and ,
Equation (25) determines the time dependence and the range of variation of the longitudinal components of sublattice magnetizations. These components in turn determine the type and characteristics of trajectories of motion of the vectors M 1 and M 2 in the form of nutations [21] , that is, the self-consistent precession of these vectors about the easy axis with the simultaneous oscillations in the polar angle in the range given by the parameters 1 and 2 . The resulting trajectories of motion for given and values are also determined by the parametric relations between the transverse and longitudinal components of sublattice magnetizations. For Advances in Condensed Matter Physics 7 example, the time variation of the azimuth angle of the vector M 1 is described by the following equation:
Then, self-consistent trajectories of motion of the vectors M 1 and M 2 are given by (1), (14), and (24)- (27) . Examples of calculations of such trajectories are given in Figure 3 , where several initial nutations of the vectors M 1 and M 2 over the surface of the sphere with the radius M 0 are shown. In the general case, these trajectories are not closed; that is, each of the vectors infinitely often passes via the minimum and maximum values of the projections 1 and 2 [21] .
Since the period of the high-frequency nutations is much less than the characteristic times in the majority of experimental techniques for studying antiferromagnetic particles (in particular, in Mössbauer spectroscopy, not speaking about magnetization curves), we are interested in the average (over the nutation period) values of longitudinal components of magnetizations of sublattices given by (25) . This equation will be analyzed in detail further. If condition (19) holds, the range of allowed values for a given energy is determined by the condition of positivity of the parameter :
(see Figure 4) . In turn, according to (25) , the range of allowed values for given and values is determined by the condition
As seen from (26a) and (26b) and Figures 3 and 4 , the character of nutations is different in three energy ranges. When
the minimum and maximum (in absolute value) values for a given energy, as well as the maximum range of nutations over the polar angle, are achieved at = 0 (Figures 3(a) and 4):
The range of nutations for a given energy decreases with an increase in the absolute value of up to the maximum (in absolute value) projection of the total moment, = ± max ( ), when = 0, 1 = 2 = 0 , and the normal precession modes of sublattice magnetizations 1 and 2 are implemented. According to (14) , (24) , and (25), the average (over the period of nutations , ) values of longitudinal components of sublattice magnetizations in this energy range for the given and values are determined by the average value ⟨ ⟩ , :
Here, the period of nutations for the given and is
and defined by the complete elliptic integral of the first kind
Let us consider now the next energy range, where three normal precession modes of the sublattice magnetizations coexist (see the uppermost panels of Figures 2 and 4) :
Here, 
which corresponds to the normal precession mode 3, and in this case 1 ( , 3 ( )) = 0. Then, if the previous situation (for ≤ −1) is implemented, in which (31a)-(31b) and (32a)-(32c) are valid (see Figure 3(c) ). Another situation takes place at
when 1 ( , ) < 0 and in accordance with (25) nutations become symmetric with respect to the change of the sign of in the interval
(see Figures 3(b) and 3(d) ). Then ⟨ ⟩ , = 0 and The regions in which these two situations are implemented are separated in Figure 4 by curve 3 .
Finally, in the third energy range
the range of possible values unlike (28) is limited by the projection of the total moment for the normal precession mode 3:
In these and ranges, nutations of the vectors M 1 and M 2 are always symmetric with respect to the sign of in range (36), and the average projections of magnetizations of sublattices are determined by (37). Note that the upper limit in (38) is necessary for the formal fulfillment of condition (28) , though energies of such order of magnitude under the fulfillment of condition (19) are attainable only at unrealistically high temperatures.
Nutations of Sublattice
Magnetizations for "Uncompensated" Antiferromagnetic Nanoparticles. In the presence of uncompensated magnetic moment in antiferromagnetic particles ( < 1) the differential equation (23a) for the longitudinal components of ideal antiferromagnetic particles change slightly in a form:
Here, 1,2 = − 2,1 . Again the total magnetic moment on the anisotropy axis, as well as the energy, is an integral of motion, which can be written in the following form:
However, there is no such simple analytical solution for normal precession modes and nutations of the sublattice magnetizations like that in the previous section. Instead one can define characteristics of the normal precession modes and nutations for given and values by means of solution of the fourth-order equation
Nevertheless, forms and characteristics of self-consistent trajectories of motion of the vectors M 1 and M 2 in both the cases are similar in many respects. Ranges of the allowed projections of the total magnetic moment and the vector of antiferromagnetism
on the anisotropy axis for "uncompensated" ( < 1) antiferromagnetic particles have been calculated by solving (42) and shown in lower panels of Figure 4 . As seen in the figure, the general character of the solution in the form of three (at lower energy values) normal modes of self-consistent and regular precession of the vectors M 1 and M 2 around the easy axis, which are accompanied by nutations, is again retained when there is an uncompensated moment in antiferromagnetic particles. First of all, at < 1, ranges of the allowed projections (in absolute value) are restricted to the lower limit
in the energy minima, the only allowed values (− − ) = ±(1 − ), and at energy values higher than some value 0 ( , ), min ( ) = 0 (see Figure 4) . The normal precession modes of sublattice magnetizations 2 and 3 are implemented at the maximum (in absolute value) projections of the total magnetic moment, = ± max ( ). The character of nutations of the vectors M 1 and M 2 is different in three energy ranges like that for ideal antiferromagnetic particles.
At ≤ −1 there are two possible types of the solution of (42). The minimum and maximum (in absolute value) values for a given energy, as well as the maximum range of nutations over the polar angle, are achieved at = ± min ( ). Unlike ideal antiferromagnetic particles, the limiting values for a given energy in the range (30) and the relevant range of nutations appear to be different in two potential energy wells, which correspond to two different pairs of real roots of (42). However, the symmetry relative to the simultaneous replacement of signs of and (or 1 ) remains. The range of nutations for a given energy decreases in both the potential energy wells with an increase in the absolute value of up to the value = ±
(1) 1 ( ), when the normal precession mode 1 is realized. With a further increase in the absolute value of nutations in the potential energy well corresponding to the normal precession mode 1 disappear (two complex roots of (42)) while the range of nutations in the other potential energy well (two real roots of (42)) decreases up to the value ( ) = ± max ( ) when the normal precession modes 2 and 3 are implemented (Figure 4) .
Let us consider the next energy range, where also three normal precession modes of the sublattice magnetizations coexist (see Figures 2 and 4) :
where (1) max corresponds to the energy maximum for the excitation branch 1. Here are already three characteristic ranges of values. The maximum range of nutations extended in both the potential energy wells (two real and two complex roots of (42)) is realized at = 0. This type of solution for a given energy value in the range (45) retains with an increase in the absolute value of up to the value = ± (2) 1 ( ), when the normal precession mode 1 is realized in the vicinity of the local energy minimum of the excitation branch 1 (Figure 2) . With a further increase in the absolute value of the behavior characteristic for the previous energy range ( ≤ −1) is observed: two ranges of nutations in both the potential energy wells and two different pairs of real roots of (42) up to the value = ±
(1) 1 ( ) followed by the only range of nutations (two real and two complex roots of (42)) with a further increase in the absolute value of up to the value = ± max ( ).
there are two real and two complex roots of (42) (Figure 4) .
A detailed analysis of the functional dependence of the character of nutations on and in "uncompensated" antiferromagnetic particles is beyond the scope of this work and will be done elsewhere. As far as calculations of the average (over the period of nutations) values of longitudinal components of sublattice magnetizations for the given and values are concerned, one can use the general procedure for transforming an integral like that in (40) to a canonical form of elliptic integral of the first kind by reducing the polynomial of the fourth degree ( 1 , − 1 , ) on 1 with known roots to a product of two binomials on 2 1 . However, even consecutive records of the transformation occupy more than a half of the page while the final elliptic integrals all the same will be incomplete, that is, depending on two parameters. As an alternative, demanding the smaller number of elementary operations, one can calculate the average values of longitudinal components of sublattice magnetizations over the period of nutations in th range for the given and values by using the following equation:
Mössbauer Spectra of an Ensemble of Slowly Relaxing Antiferromagnetic Nanoparticles
Now let us consider the effect of the nontrivial excitation spectrum of the Néel ensemble of antiferromagnetic nanoparticles with uncompensated magnetic moment (Figures 2 and 4) on the physically observable quantities by studying the shape of Mössbauer spectra of such an ensemble and its temperature evolution. We will stay within the simplest but physically justified limiting case of the slow (in comparison with the precession frequencies given by (20b) and (21a) and with the inverse values of the lifetime of the Mössbauer nucleus in the excited state) relaxation of magnetizations of sublattices. This case is often implemented for ferromagnetic nanoparticles when the relaxation processes are determined by the amplitude of the random magnetic field induced by the dipole-dipole interaction between particles [18, 22, 23, 26] . For antiferromagnetic nanoparticles, this limiting case is even more justified from the physical point of view since their resulting magnetic moments (in low-lying excitation states) are much less than the uniform magnetization of ferromagnetic particles, and the characteristic precession frequencies of spins (20b) and (21a) are several orders of magnitude higher. In this case, the equilibrium state of the ensemble of particles at a given temperature is described by the Gibbs distribution over the "quasistationary" states (precession and nutation trajectories of the vectors M 1 and M 2 ) with given and values, each of which is characterized by the average values of the longitudinal components of magnetizations of sublattices 1 ( , ) and 2 ( , ) = − 1 ( , ):
Here, is the volume of particles and is the constant given by the normalization condition
Mössbauer Spectra in the Absence of Hyperfine Quadrupolar
Interaction. In our case, calculations of the Mössbauer spectra of the ensemble of chaotically oriented antiferromagnetic particles can be performed in accordance with the results obtained in [18, 22, 23] taking into account nonequivalence of the vectors M 1 and M 2 in the presence of uncompensated magnetic moment with the excitation spectra shown in Figures 2 and 4 . In particular, the cross section for the absorption of a -ray photon with the energy = ℎ by antiferromagnetic particles with a given value is determined in the simplest case of the absence of the hyperfine quadrupolar interaction by the following expression:
Here, is the effective absorber thickness and the partial absorption spectra corresponding to the "quasistationary" states are written in the standard form [18, 22, 23] :
Here, Γ 0 ≡ Γ 0 /ℏ is the width of the energy level of the excited nuclear state in frequency units; = ( , ) specifies the hyperfine transitions with the projections of the nuclear spin on the direction of the hyperfine field for the ground, , and excited, , nuclear states; the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients determine the intensities of transitions at the resonance frequencies
are the Larmor frequencies of the precession of nuclear spin in the ground and excited states with the nuclear -factors and , respectively, is the nuclear magneton, and̃= − 0 /ℏ, where 0 is the energy of the resonance transition. According to (49)-(52), the calculation of the absorption spectrum is reduced to averaging over the distribution of the effective hyperfine field for all trajectories of motion of magnetizations of sublattices given by the values ( ) 1 ( , ) and ( ) 2 ( , ) with weight factors (48a) and (48b), which are defined by the excitation spectrum of antiferromagnetic particles (Figures 2 and 4) .
To calculate the absorption spectrum of the Néel ensemble of antiferromagnetic particles, one must also perform averaging over a random quantity of the uncompensated magnetic moment, for example, according to the Gaussian distribution of parameter with average magnitude = 1 and width :
Typical absorption spectra for an ensemble of slowly relaxing ideal ( = 1) and Néel ( = 1, = 0.03) antiferromagnetic particles calculated by (48a)-(52) are shown in Figure 5 . These calculations reflect the qualitative features of the energy spectrum of antiferromagnetic particles given in Section 2 and their manifestation in absorption spectra [18, 22] , namely, the transition from the well-resolved magnetic hyperfine structure at low temperatures to the higher-temperature single line against the background of the magnetic hyperfine structure with sharply asymmetric lines at intermediate temperatures. Moreover, the performed generalization of the continuum model [18] to the case of the continuous nutation spectrum accompanying the normal modes of the selfconsistent precession of magnetizations of sublattices [22] makes it possible to completely fit quantitatively the results of the performed calculations with earlier quantum-mechanical calculations in the macroscopic limit ( 2 ≫ 1) [7, 8] , including the high-temperature collapse of the magnetic hyperfine structure into the single line (or the quadrupolar doublet of lines). The latter allows one principally to treat a lot of experimental Mössbauer spectra earlier collected on antiferromagnetic nanoparticles [9] [10] [11] [12] just as it has been made in [17] for ideal antiferromagnetic particles. These calculations confirm also the fundamental conclusion following the quantum model that the uncompensated spin (magnetic moment) in the limit of the slow magnetization relaxation does not alter the qualitative character of the shape evolution for the spectra of ideal antiferromagnetic particles with temperature [14] ; rather, it leads just to slight quantitative corrections in the central part of the spectrum that are seen only at high temperatures. The detailed character of such corrections is demonstrated in Figure 6 , where partial absorption spectra corresponding to nonequivalent magnetic sublattices with magnetizations M 1 and M 2 are shown for different values of parameter .
Mössbauer Spectra in the Presence of Hyperfine Quadrupolar Interaction.
Equations (49)-(51b) are valid only in the absence of the hyperfine quadrupolar interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment with the atomic electron shell. As long as in most cases the experimental Mössbauer spectra of magnetic nanoparticles display the high-temperature collapse of the magnetic hyperfine structure into a quadrupolar doublet of lines [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 23] , but not into a single line, one should perform generalization of a formalism described in the previous section on the presence of the hyperfine quadrupolar interaction. To solve the problem one can use the results obtained in [26] , where the cross section for absorption of a gamma-quantum by an ensemble of magnetic nanoparticles is determined by the averaging over the chaotic distribution of the easy magnetization axes with respect to the principal axis of the electric field gradient at the nucleus, which in our case of the Néel ensemble of antiferromagnetic particles can be written as
Here Θ is the angle between the axes and . Then, the general equations for calculations of partial absorption spectra ( , Θ) in [26] can be generalized for the presence of uncompensated magnetic moment in antiferromagnetic particles. By analogy with (49), the absorption spectrum of 57 Fe nuclei in the ensemble of antiferromagnetic particles in the presence of the hyperfine quadrupolar interaction and in the slow-relaxation regime can be represented in the following form:
(Θ, ) are the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonians of combined hyperfine magnetic and quadrupolar interactions for the excited nuclear state:
where = 1/2 and = 3/2 are the nuclear spins,̂( ) and are the operators of the projections of the nuclear spin in the excited state onto the easy axis and the direction of the principal axis of the electric field gradient at the nucleus, respectively, is the constant of quadrupolar interaction, ≡̃( , Θ) are the projections of the nuclear spin in the excited state onto the quantization axis for which the Hamiltonian (56) is diagonal, and ( ) are the matrix elements of the operator of interaction of the gamma-quantum with a given polarization and the nucleus. The sum over random polarization in (54) for the chaotic distribution of the easy magnetization axes and unpolarized source of radiation is reduced to the sum over three orthogonal polarizations.
As seen from (53)- (56), the shape of the absorption spectrum for an ensemble of antiferromagnetic particles is defined both by the averaging over the distribution of the effective hyperfine field given by the values ( ) 1 ( , ) and ( ) 2 ( , ) with weight factors (48a) and (48b) and the ratios /( ) in the Hamiltonian (56) [26] . Typical absorption spectra for an ensemble of slowly relaxing ideal ( = 1) and Néel ( = 1, = 0.03) antiferromagnetic particles in the presence of the hyperfine quadrupolar interaction, which was calculated by (53)-(56), are shown by dotted lines in Figure 5 . These spectra demonstrate both the specific shapes of the hyperfine magnetic structure, reflecting qualitative features of the energy spectrum of antiferromagnetic particles, described in the previous section, and the transition from the well-resolved magnetic hyperfine structure at low temperatures to the higher-temperature quadrupolar doublet of lines, which is usually observed in the experiments [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 23] . It is clearly seen that in this case also the presence of uncompensated magnetic moment in the limit of the slow magnetization relaxation does not alter the qualitative character of the shape evolution for the spectra of ideal antiferromagnetic particles with temperature [14] but modifies slightly the central part of the spectrum calculated at high temperatures. These corrections are even smaller than those observed in the absence of the hyperfine quadrupolar interaction because of existence of additional averaging (53).
Ferrimagnetic Nanoparticles
The normal precession modes of vectors M 1 and M 2 , the excitation branches in the energy spectrum, and ranges of the allowed characteristics of nutations of the sublattice magnetizations of antiferromagnetic particles with = 0.5 (lower panels in Figures 2 and 4 ) formally correspond to ferrimagnetic particles. These normal modes correspond to the classical theory of ferromagnetic resonance in the presence of two sublattices [24] , for which two types of the precession of sublattice magnetizations are characteristic: low-frequency and high-frequency. Normal mode 1 in Figure 2 corresponds to the low-frequency precession of oppositely directed vectors M 1 and M 2 while normal modes 2 and 3 correspond to the high-frequency precession of these vectors at different angles to the axis of anisotropy. For modes 2 and 3 the orientation of vector M 1 with a smaller magnetic moment is varied over the entire range of possible values of polar angle , while vector M 2 is reoriented in the strictly limited range of :
whereas the deviation of vector M 2 from the easy axis is always much less than the one for vector M 1 (Figure 2 ). Using the mathematical formalism described in the previous sections, one can calculate also Mössbauer absorption spectra of an ensemble of antiferromagnetic particles with uncompensated magnetic moment for arbitrary values of parameter , in particular, for ferrimagnetic particles. Examples of such calculations for = 0.5 and slow magnetic relaxation regime are shown in Figure 7 . These calculations reflect features of the orientation dependence of the normal precession modes and nutations of the magnetization vectors of sublattices and the excitation energy spectrum of particles with = 0.5 (Figures 2 and 4) . The difference between the shapes of partial spectra for two magnetic sublattices grows monotonically with an increase in temperature (Figure 7) . At high temperatures, the specific shape of the resulting spectrum and both partial spectra is observed in the form of a superposition of a smoothed magnetic hyperfine structure with lines of almost triangular shape and a broaden single line (or quadrupolar doublet not shown in Figure 7) . Spectra of precisely this shape have often been observed in experiments [23] . The normal precession modes and nutations of the magnetization vectors of sublattices as well as the excitation energy spectrum and absorption spectra of particles with = 0.5 ( Figures 2 and 4) should be considered as only one possible limiting case for ferrimagnetic particles. To solve the problem in a general form, one must generalize the results from points of view on both magnetism (e.g., different values of the magnetic anisotropy constants for two sublattices in (1)) and Mössbauer spectroscopy (different values of hyperfine field and isomer shifts for two sublattices). General consideration of the problem lies beyond the scope of this work, but we note that the most serious problem one faces this way is classifying all possible forms of the manifestation of magnetism in ferrimagnetic nanoparticles.
Advances in Condensed Matter Physics
For example, the phenomenological theory of ferrimagnetism of bulk materials remains still based on the Néel classification according to the temperature dependence of saturation magnetization and describes seven main types of such dependence at once [27] . At the same time, an adequate phenomenological theory for describing magnetism of ferrimagnetic nanoparticles is actually absent so that the question of qualification of the materials has even not been raised. In this aspect besides the results given in this section it is possible to call only the four-level relaxation model in two-sublattice approximation for describing the Mössbauer spectra of ferrimagnetic nanoparticles under conditions of metamagnetism [25] . Note that the experimental absorption spectra of ferrimagnetic nanoparticles display a number of shapes, which are qualitatively different from those for bulk materials; in particular, they manifest particles size effects in a clear form (see, e.g., Fig. 1 in [25] ).
Conclusions
Thus, a theory for describing excitation spectrum and thermodynamic properties of the Néel ensemble of antiferromagnetic nanoparticles with uniaxial magnetic anisotropy and uncompensated magnetic moment is developed by means of generalization of the continual model of magnetic dynamics of ideal antiferromagnetic nanoparticles in the two-sublattice approximation. This approach clarifies the principal difference in thermodynamic behavior of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic particles revealed in spectroscopic measurements. In the framework of the theory, a formalism for calculating Mössbauer absorption spectra of an ensemble of antiferromagnetic particles is implemented, which can be efficiently used for analyzing a large array of experimental spectra taken on these materials so far. The resulting model can be easily realized on PC, which makes it possible to take into account the physical mechanisms of the formation of the hyperfine structure of the absorption spectra in the real situation and to numerically describe the qualitative features of the temperature evolution of the spectral shape, which is observed in most experimental spectra of 57 Fe nuclei in antiferromagnetic nanoparticles.
Calculations performed within the macroscopic theory confirm completely the main conclusions of the earlier developed quantum-mechanical model [7, 8, 14] for an ensemble of antiferromagnetic particles. In particular, a nontrivial form of the excitation spectrum of such particles in the form of four excitation branches corresponding to the normal modes of self-consistent regular precession of magnetizations of sublattices and the continuous spectrum of nutations of magnetizations accompanying these normal modes allows one to qualitatively describe both the characteristic shapes of the Mössbauer spectra depending on temperature and to give a phenomenological interpretation of macroscopic quantum effects observed earlier in experimental absorption spectra [9-13, 17, 23] and described within the quantummechanical representation [7, 8, 14] . Consecutive use of both the models, macroscopic and quantum-mechanical, in analyzing experimental data will allow one to establish reliably existence and to classify the macroscopic quantum effects defining shapes of experimental absorption spectra. However, full-scale comparison of two models demands to generalize them for the presence of continuous magnetic relaxation processes; the present macroscopic model is an excellent basis for the solution of such a problem.
It is worth mentioning that the above model of magnetic dynamics and the formalism for calculations of the Mössbauer spectra of an ensemble of antiferromagnetic particles can be easily generalized to the case of antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic nanoparticles in an external magnetic field. Solution of the problem in the last case will allow a more accurate description of not only the Mössbauer spectra in a magnetic field [28] but also the magnetization curves of an ensemble of nanoparticles [29] taking directly into account the magnetic nature inherent to the particles.
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